
Emitting electrodes

We produce customer specified emitting electrodes for use in electro-
static precipitators. Stainless wire or material according to customer’s 
own specification.

Rigid mast electrodes

We offer fully automatic production of rigid mast electrodes produced in a cost ef-
ficient way to high quality. Our production allows us to produce all kinds of rigid mast 
electrodes according to the customer’s own specification, with a maximum one-piece 
length of 7 metres.

Bag cages 

Bag cages are produced to the customer’s own specification. Differentmake 
of wire and design of rings and end fittings are offered. We arrange the cages
 to be delivered with suitable surface treatment to enable the best rust protection. 
Maximum one-piece length is 7 metres. Standard cage diameter can be offered 
up to 200mm, with the additional possibility of a customer specific width.
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For more than 40 years Ewes has been producing and delivering 
emitting electrodes, wire or tube, for electrostatic precipitators, and bag 
cages for bag filters. 
Working with the best in the environment industry gives us production 
knowledge, high quality and a skilled staff. We can design and produce 
according to customer specification.

EWES Stålfjäder AB has since the mid 1960’s 
been involved in the growing environmental in-
dustry. Initially as a supplier of emitting electro-
des in wire for the cleaning of combustion gas. 
Today this engagement has grown into a full-
scale industry and developed our company’s 
environment awareness. The company is family-
owned and is characterised by a long-term ap-
proach in its operations and great sensitivity to 
global customers’ demands as regards quality, 
customer proximity and efficient manufacturing. 
Apart from emitting electrodes, rigid mast elec-
trodes and bag cages we also produce springs 
for the automotive and engineering industry, te-
lecom, the electronics industry, and the medical 
technology industry. 

EWES has resources for the whole development 
process, from prototype to mass production. We 
work with a highly automatic production to be able 
to offer competitive prices in combination with high 
quality products. 

Our company stands for the following core values:

- 100% reliability in delivery, quantity and quality

- Global presence with production resources close to 
 the customer

-  Flexible manufacturing from prototype to mass 
 production

- Technical support over the full life cycle of the product

- Efficient manufacturing and logistics solutions

- Collaboration with suppliers from component to 
 complete solution

-  Operational control according to ISO 9001:2000 and 
 ISO 14001:2004
   supplemented by requirements detailed in 
 ISO/TS 16949     

-  Personnel policy to develop the capabilities of our staff

-  Company development by long-term approach

Ewes Stålfjäder AB
P.O. Box 45
SE-330 10 Bredaryd, Sweden
phone  +46 (0)370-867 00
fax  +46 (0)370-809 28
E-mail:  info@ewes.se
www.ewes.se
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